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Eclipse is Alutex’s answer to affordability without 

compromising elegance and quality. Designed 

to provide a class by itself of retractable lateral 

arm awnings, Eclipse combines the outstanding 

quality of an Alutex frame with the cheerful colors 

of hundreds of solution dyed fabrics to enhance the 

beauty of your home.

Maintenance-free, Eclipse will provide years of 

reliable satisfaction and protection from UV rays for 

you and your family.

Easy to control, electrically or by the turn of a gear, 

when fully retracted Eclipse discretely rests within a 

few inches from the wall, eliminating any need for 

winter storage.

       Width Range     10’ to 19’6” (1/4” increment)  

       Projection Range     5’4”, 6’11”, 8’7”, 10’ 

       Side dimension with Hood                10” H x 10” W  

       Side size without Hood    9” H x 9” W  

       Hood      Yes (optional)

       Hood Shape     10” Flat double pitched 

       Opening Control     Manual Gear or Motorized

       Installation Option     Wall, Soffit, Roof Mounted

       Bracket Size     5 1/4” H x 2 5/8” W x 4 3/4” L 

       Standard Pitch Control    Bolt Lock System

       Crank Pitch Control    Yes (optional)

       Drop Down Valance      Yes (optional)

       Fabric Option     Over 300 acrylic fabric patterns

       Leg Kit      Yes (optional)

       Standard Frame Color    

         White

       Custom Frame Color    Any (on request)

       Frame Warranty      10 years

Lateral Arms - Eclipse

Product Featureselegant
Strong, elegant and yet affordable, 

Eclipse is built with the highest quality 

components.

strength
The strength of its parts allows to 

extend its projection to 10’ and the 

tension of its arms is maintained 

trough double stainless steel cables 

protected by UV resistant coating.

stainless steel
Eclipse standard lock pitch system 

carries a life time warranty and is 

provided like all the rest of its parts 

with stainless steel hardware.

durable
Eclipse employs electrostatic 

powder coated epoxy paint on all its 

aluminum parts, brackets and back 

structural square tube to assure the 

most durable and yet elegant finishes 

against chipping and cracking.

glossy
Exclusively produced in glossy white 

powdered coating finish, Eclipse’ 

frame blends perfectly with any siding 

or fabric patterns.

5 1/4”
Thanks to the reduced height of its 

brackets, Eclipse allows installations in 

as little as 5 1/4”.
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